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Abstract
Let M be a maximal subgroup of a nite group G. A pair of subgroups (C;D) of G is
called a ?-pair of M if it satises the following conditions: (a) D<C and D / G, (b) DM
but Cg 6M for every g2G, and (c) C=D has no proper normal subgroup of G=D. A ?-pair
(C;D) of M is said to be maximal if M has no ?-pair (C0; D0) such that C<C0. In this paper
we obtain several results on maximal ?-pairs which imply G to be solvable or supersolvable.
The last theorems give some results on a formation locally dened by a family of formations.
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In [6], Mukherjee and Bhattacharya introduced the concept of -pairs associated to
maximal subgroups of a nite group, and used this concept to investigate the structure
of some nite groups. Beidleman and Smith generalized the concept to the universe of
innite groups in [2]. The investigations on -pairs are continued in [1, 9{11]. A lot of
research on -pairs has shown that the concept oers a good service for studying the
structure of nite groups. However, further developments require some additional con-
ditions imposed on -pairs. Motivated by such a question: which are better additional
conditions, we introduce the concept of ?-pairs for a maximal subgroup, which is a
special case of -pairs in [6]. Using the concept of ?-pairs, we can improve many
known theorems and obtain some new results on -pairs.
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Throughout this paper, all unexplained notation and terminology are standard. In
addition, denote by (G) the set of all prime divisors dividing jGj, and if H is a
subgroup of G, write HG =CoreG(H), the core of H in G. A maximal subgroup M
of G is called c-maximal if jG :M j is composite.
1. Denition and properties
We begin with the denition of -pairs in [6].
Denition 1 (Mukherjee and Bhattacharya [6]). Given a maximal subgroup M of a
nite group G, a -pair of M is any pair (C;D) of subgroups satisfying the following
conditions:
(a) D / G;D<C.
(b) hM;Ci=G; hM;Di=M .
(c) C=D has no proper normal subgroup of G=D.
If, in addition, C / G, then (C;D) is called a normal -pair. A -pair (C;D) is said
to be maximal if there is no -pair (C0; D0) such that C<C0.
In Denition 1, the condition hM;Ci=G allows C being conjugate to some subgroup
of M . However, many problems require that the situation should not be the case and
one often take the additional condition as CM =G [1, 9, 10]. In personal opinion, as a
better alternative, we introduce the following.
Denition 2. Given a maximal subgroup M of a nite group G, a ?-pair of M is
any pair (C;D) of subgroups of G such that
(a) D<C and D / G,
(b) DM but Cg 6M for every g2G and
(c) C=D has no proper normal subgroup of G=D.
Similar to those of -pairs, we can dene the concepts: normal, maximal ?-pair.
Obviously, a normal ?-pair is certainly maximal.
?-pairs have the following additional properties:
Property 1. All G-conjugate subgroups of a maximal subgroup M have the same
?-pairs as M .
Proof. This is obvious.
Property 2. Assume that (C;MG) is a non-normal maximal ?-pair for a maximal
subgroup M of a nite group G. Then there exists a minimal normal subgroup N=MG
of G=MG such that C=MG is maximal in CN=MG and C=MG 6N=MG.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that MG =1. Choose a minimal
normal subgroup N of G such that CN has the smallest possible order. Then N satises
the requirement.
Property 3. Let (C;MG) be a maximal ?-pair of a maximal subgroup M of G
and let NM and N / G. Then (C=N;MG=N ) is a maximal ?-pair for the maximal
subgroup M=N of G=N .
Proof. This is obvious.
As in [1, 6], one usually make use of some informations on the structure of -pairs
to obtain a good insight into the structure of the group. From Property 3, it is more
convenient to use -pairs in form like (C;MG) rather than (C;D). This requires the
following.
Property 4. Let G be a nite group and  a class of groups which is both Q-closed
and S-closed (i.e.,  is closed under taking subgroups and quotient groups). Fix a
maximal subgroup M of G. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) M has a maximal ?-pair (C;MG) such that C=MG 2.
(b) M has a maximal ?-pair (C;D) such that C=D2 .
Proof. (a) implies (b) obviously.
(b) implies (a): If (CMG;MG) is a -pair of M , since (C;D) is maximal by hypoth-
esis, we have C =CMG and it follows that D=MG, so (C;D)= (C;MG) is a maximal
?-pair of M as desired. We therefore can assume that (CMG;MG) is not a -pair of M .
Thus there exists a G-chief factor K=MG with K<CMG. It is obvious that (K;MG) is
a maximal ?-pair for M . Moreover, CMG=MG =C=C \MG =(C=D)=(C \MG=D) and
K=MG is a subgroup of CMG=MG. Now since C=D2  and  are both Q-closed and
S-closed, it follows that K=MG belongs to  as desired.
2. Maximal ?-pairs
It is shown in [6, Theorem 3.3] that a nite group G is solvable if and only if for
each c-maximal subgroup M of G, there exists a maximal -pair (A; B) such that A=B
is abelian. In [11], Zhao Yaoqing generalized this result by the assumption that A=B is
nilpotent and G=MA. This theorem is a corollary of the following.
Theorem 1. A nite group G is solvable if and only if for each c-maximal subgroup
M of G; there exists a maximal ?-pair (C;D) such that C=D is nilpotent.
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Proof. Assume that G satises the hypothesis and G is non-solvable with minimal
order. If G is a non-abelian simple group, then for every maximal subgroup M of
G; M has a unique ?-pair (G; 1). By hypothesis, G would be nilpotent, a contradiction.
Therefore G is non-simple.
By Property 4, the hypothesis of the theorem implies that M has a maximal ?-pair
form like (C;MG) such that C=MG is nilpotent for each c-maximal subgroup M of G.
Thus we observe by Property 3 that the hypothesis is inherited for quotient groups,
and an induction argument yields the following:
(1) G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N , which is non-solvable.
We then claim
(2) For any c-maximal subgroup M of G with MG =1; M has a maximal ?-pair
(C; 1) such that C is nilpotent and C \N is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N .
As N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and C cannot be normal in G;C
is maximal in the group E=CN>N by Property 2. We consider the following two
cases:
Case 1. C \N =1. Let P>1 be a Sylow p-subgroup of C. If P is normal in E,
then PCG(N ) / G and CG(N )\N =1, which contradicts (1). We thus see that P
cannot be normal in E and it follows by the maximality of C that NE(P)=C. So
CN (P)=CE(P)\NC \N =1 and N is a p0-group. Now the p-group P acts on the
p0-group N with CN (P)= 1. By [5, Theorem 6.2.2], for each prime divisor q dividing
the order of N; N has a unique P-invariant Sylow q-subgroup Q. Then for any c2C, we
have (Qc)P =QPc=Qc, that is to say, the Sylow subgroup Qc is also P-invariant. The
uniqueness implies that Qc=Q for each c2C. Hence Q is C-invariant and so E=CQ
by the maximality of C, which implies that N is solvable. This is a contradiction. We
thus conclude that Case 1 cannot arise.
Case 2. C \N 6=1. Let P>1 be a Sylow p-subgroup of C \N for a prime p.
As C is nilpotent and C \N / C, we see that P / C. Moreover, as C is maximal
in E=CN and N has no non-trivial solvable normal subgroup, P must be a Sylow
p-subgroup of N . Assume that p>2. Denote by J (P) the Thompson-subgroup of P.
Then 1<Z(J (P))/C but Z(J (P)) cannot be normal in N , the maximality of C forces
that NE(Z(J (P)))=C. In particular, NN (Z(J (P)))=N \NE(Z(J (P))) is nilpotent. By
Graubermen{Thompson theorem [5, Theorem 8.3.1], N is p-nilpotent, which is absurd.
Hence we conclude that C \N is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N . This completes the proof
of (2).
(3) There exists a c-maximal subgroup M of G with a maximal ?-pair (C;MG)=
(C; 1) such that C is nilpotent.
We need only show that G has a c-maximal subgroup M with MG =1. Let p be the
largest prime divisor dividing the order of N and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of N .
Then NN (P)<N . So NG(P)M<G for some maximal subgroup M of G. By the
Frattini argument G=NG(P)N =MN and so MG =1 because N is the unique minimal
normal subgroup of G. Suppose that jG :M j is a prime q. Then G is isomorphic to some
subgroup of Sq, the symmetric group of degree q. Hence q is the largest prime divisor
dividing jGj. It follows from jN :N \M j= jG :M j= q that q=p. This contradicts the
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fact that N \M contains the Sylow p-subgroup P of N . We thus conclude that M is
c-maximal. This proves (3).
(4) There exists a maximal subgroup K of G which contains C such that G=KN
and jG :K j is a prime r.
Write S =C \N . As in the proof of (3), we have C NG(S)K<G, where K
is a maximal subgroup of G satisfying G=KN and KG =1. If jG :K j is composite,
by hypothesis K has a maximal ?-pair (C; 1) such that C is nilpotent. By (2), both
S and C \N are Sylow 2-subgroups of N . By Sylow theorem S =Cg \N for some
g2N . Hence U := hCg; Ci normalizes S. If C<U , as (C; 1) is a maximal ?-pair,
U contains properly a minimal normal subgroup of G, so NU by (1). But then, N
normalizes S, a contradiction. Hence we have C =U . Thus C
gC NG(S)K for
some g2G, which contradicts the denition of ?-pairs. Therefore, we conclude that
jG :K j is a prime r.
(5) The counterexample G does not exist.
By (4), jE :E \K j= jG :K j= r and C E \K . Since C is maximal in E, we have
C =E \K . Hence C is a nilpotent maximal subgroup of E of prime index, it follows
that E=CN is solvable. This is a nal contradiction.
Conversely, if G is solvable, for every maximal subgroup M , let C=MG be a G-chief
factor supplemented by M , of course, (C;MG) is a maximal ?-pair of M and C=MG
is of prime power order. In particular, C=MG is nilpotent.
Remark 1. Theorem 1 would not be true if one replaced ? by  as the following
example shows. Consider PSL(2; 17) and let G=PGL(2; 17). It is well known that
PSL(2; 17) is the unique proper normal subgroup of G and jPGL(2; q) :PSL(2; q)j=2.
It is also well known that a Sylow 2-subgroup S of G is maximal. Therefore every
nonnormal maximal subgroup M of G has a trivial core and thus M has a nilpotent
-pair (Sg; 1) whenever g 62M . But G is non-solvable.
Let p be the largest prime dividing the order of G. It is proved in [10] that a
p-solvable nite group G is p-supersolvable if, for every c-maximal subgroup M of
G with jG :M jp 6=1, there exists a maximal -pair (C;D) such that G=CM and C=D
is cyclic. The following theorem bears relation to this result.
Theorem 2. For any prime p; a p-solvable nite group G is p-supersolvable if and
only if for every c-maximal subgroup M of G with jG :M jp 6=1; there exists a max-
imal ?-pair (C;D) such that C=D is cyclic of prime order.
Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious. Conversely, assume that the result
is not true and let G be a counterexample with minimal order. By Property 4, the
assumption of the theorem implies that M has a maximal ?-pair (C;MG) such that
C=MG is cyclic of prime order for every c-maximal subgroup M of G with jG :M jp 6=1.
Applying Property 3 and induction, we see that G has a unique minimal normal sub-
group N . Let L=K be any p-chief factor of G which is not cyclic. Then L=K is an
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elementary abelian p-group because G is p-solvable. The minimality of G implies that
K =1. If L(G), a theorem of Huppert asserts that G is p-supersolvable, a contra-
diction. It follows that there exists a maximal subgroup M which does not contain L.
Since L is a minimal normal subgroup of G and G=ML, we have M \L=1. Hence
jG :M j= jLj is composite. Namely M is a c-maximal subgroup of G and jG :M jp 6=1.
Moreover, as N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, it follows that L=N
and MG =1. By hypothesis, M has a maximal ?-pair (C;MG)= (C; 1) such that C is
cyclic of prime order. Of course, C cannot be normal in G, so C is maximal in the
group H =CN and C 6N by Property 2. If jH j is a power of p, then C is of order p
and so N is a group of order p, a contradiction. Thus H has order pnq, where q= jCj
is a prime dierent from p. Thus from G=MN =MH and M \N =1; M \H is a
group of order q, hence M \H =Ch for some h2H and thus hM;Chi=M , contrary
to the denition of ?-pairs. This completes the proof of the theorem.
We now can characterize the supersolvable groups by means of ?-pairs.
Theorem 3. A nite group G is supersolvable if and only if for every c-maximal
subgroup M of G; there exists a maximal ?-pair (C;D) such that C=D is cyclic of
prime order.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 1 and 2.
Remark 2. (1) Theorem 3 would not be true if one replaced ? by  as the alternating
group A4 shows.
(2) Let S4 be the symmetric group of degree 4. It is easy to see that every maximal
subgroup M of S4 has a maximal ?-pair (C;MG) such that C=MG is either cyclic of
prime order or order 4. However S4 is non-supersolvable.
Now we turn attention to the case in which assumptions only imposed on one
maximal subgroup.
Theorem 4. Let G be a nite group with at least one solvable maximal subgroup
and let M be one of them such that either (M) includes the smallest number of
primes or jG :M j is an odd number. Assume that M has a maximal ?-pair (C;D)
such that C=D is nilpotent. Then G is solvable.
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false and let G be a counterexample with minimal
order. It is easy to see that G cannot be a non-abelian simple group. By Properties 3
and 4, G=MG satises the hypothesis of the theorem. The minimality of G implies
that MG =1. Suppose that G has minimal normal subgroups N and N1 with N 6=N1.
Then NM =G=N1M . We have that G=N =M=N \M and G=N1=M=N1 \M are both
solvable, which implies G is solvable, a contradiction. Therefore, G has a unique
minimal normal subgroup N and N is non-solvable.
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By above, MG =1, so C is nilpotent and C cannot be normal in G. By Property 2,
C is maximal in the group E=CN>N . We have G=MN and N is non-solvable. We
claim that C is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. To see this, write C = S U , where S is
the Sylow 2-subgroup of C and U is the 2-complement of C. As C is maximal in E
and nilpotent, by a theorem of Rose [7], U is normal in E and hence U CG(N ). But
N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and non-solvable, we have CG(N )= 1,
which forces U =1. Thus we conclude that C is a 2-subgroup of G. Noting (C; 1) is
a maximal ?-pair G has no non-trivial of solvable normal subgroup, C must be a
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. This proves our claim.
If jG :M j is an odd number, then M contains some conjugate of C, which contra-
dicts the denition of ?-pairs. Hence jM j has a minimal number of prime divisors by
hypothesis. We now claim that C is a maximal subgroup of G. Put S =C \N . Then
S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N and S>1 and C NG(S)<G. Let K be a maximal
subgroup of G which contains NG(S). If C<K , by the denition of maximal ?-pairs,
we have KG>1. But then, since N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G; N
is contained in K , which contradicts G=NK . Hence C is a maximal subgroup of G.
In particular, C is a solvable maximal subgroup of G with j(C)j=1. By hypothesis,
j(M)j  j(C)j=1, so j(M)j=1, namely M is of prime power order. If jM j is odd,
a theorem of Thompson [5, Theorem 10.3.2] asserts that G is solvable, a contradic-
tion. Hence M is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Consequently, M =Cg for some g2G,
which contradicts the fact that (C; 1) is a maximal ?-pair of M . Thus the proof of
the theorem is completed.
Remark 3. Let G=PGL(2; 17) and let M is the normalizer of a Sylow 17-subgroup
of G. It is well known that M is solvable and maximal in G. M has a maximal -pair
(C; 1), where C is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. However G is not solvable. Hence the
restriction on M in the theorem is necessary.
Corollary 5. Let G be a nite group with at least one solvable maximal subgroup.
For every solvable maximal subgroup M of G; assume that M has a maximal ?-pair
(C;D) such that C=D is nilpotent. Then G is solvable.
Theorem 1 in [1] asserts that a nite group G with a nilpotent maximal subgroup M
is solvable if M has a maximal -pair (C;D) such that C=D is nilpotent and G=CM .
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following corollary.
Corollary 6. Let G be a nite group with a nilpotent maximal subgroup M . Assume
that M has a maximal ?-pair (C;D) such that C=D is nilpotent. Then G is solvable.
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. If M is of odd order, a theorem of
Thompson [5, Theorem 10.3.2] asserts that G is solvable. Hence assume that M has
even order. As M is nilpotent, the minimality of G implies that M is a Hall-subgroup
of G. Thus the result follows from Theorem 4.
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Theorem 7. Let G be a nite group with a nilpotent maximal subgroup M not con-
taining F(G); the Fitting subgroup of G. Assume that M has a maximal ?-pair
(C;D) such that C=D is cyclic. Then G is supersolvable.
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false and choose for G a counterexample of minimal
order. By Corollary 6, G is solvable and so G has a minimal normal subgroup N ,
which is elementary abelian. If N is of prime order, then N is certainly contained in
M , so G=N satises the hypothesis by Properties 3 and 4, the minimality of G implies
that G=N is supersolvable and hence G is supersolvable, a contradiction. Hence N is
non-cyclic. We consider the following two cases:
(1) MG =1: In this case N \M =1 and N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of
G by [4, A. Theorem 15.2]. By hypothesis, M has a maximal ?-pair (C; 1) such that
C is cyclic. By above, G has no cyclic normal subgroup, so C is not normal in G.
By Property 2, C is maximal in the group E=CN>N . If CG(N )>N , then, from
G=MN =MCG(N ), we see that B :=M \CG(N )>1 and so BNM =BM is a proper
normal subgroup of G, which contradicts MG =1. Hence we have CG(N )=N . Set
jN j=pn and C =CpCp′ , where Cp is the Sylow p-subgroup of C and Cp′ is the
p-complement of C. We claim that Cp′ =1. Indeed, Cp′ is a Hall-subgroup of E and
from G=MN =ME we know that M \E contains a conjugate of Cp′ . Without loss
of generality, assume that Cp′ M . Moreover, by the denition of ?-pairs Cg is not
contained in M for all g2G, so Cp>1. If C0p=M , then C =CpC0p=CpM =G and
thus G is nilpotent, a contradiction. Hence Cp′<M , and thus NG(C0p)NM (Cp′)>Cp′
since M is nilpotent. By the denition of ?-pairs, NG(Cp′) contains a minimal normal
subgroup of G, so N NG(Cp′). Consequently Cp′ centralizes N . But CG(N )=N , so
Cp′ =1. This proves our claim. Now E is a p-group, Z(E)\N 6=1, so there exists a
subgroup P0 of N of order p which lies in Z(E). The maximality of C implies that the
subgroup CP0 =C or E. If CP0 =E, then P0 =N , contrary to N non-cyclic. If CP0 =C,
then P0 =C \N and N is elementary abelian of order p2. Since NG(N )=N , we have
M =G=N =G=CG(N ) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(2; p); jGL(2; p)j=p(p2 −
1)(p−1). Hence jM jp=1 or p. On the other hand, E>N and G=MN , so M \E>1.
Thus, M contains a Sylow p-subgroup P1 of order p, namely P1 =M \E, which is not
contained in N . As M is nilpotent and P0Z(E), it follows that hM;P0i centralizes P1
and so the maximality of M implies that P1Z(G), which contradicts MG =1. Thus
the case of MG =1 cannot arise.
(2) MG 6=1: By Properties 3 and 4, G=MG satises the hypothesis of the theo-
rem, the minimality of G implies that G=MG is supersolvable. Since F(G) 6M by
hypothesis, we have G=MF(G) and thus F(G)=MG contains a G-chief factor F=MG
with order p for some prime p. Of course, G=MF . If CG=MG (F=MG)>F=MG, then
CM=MG (F=MG) 6=1, which implies M=MG has a non-trivial core. This is absurd. There-
fore CG=MG (F=MG)=F=MG. Thus M=MG is an automorphism group of F=MG and hence
M=MG has exponent dividing p − 1. Moreover, it is easy to see that F =F(G) and
we may choose N such that N is contained in the center of the Sylow p-subgroup of
F . Then F(G)CG(N ) and thus we observe by above that G=CG(N ) has exponent
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dividing p− 1. Thus N is of prime order by [8, I, Theorem 1.4], a contradiction. The
proof of the theorem is now complete.
Remark 4. (1) Theorem 7 would be false without the assumption that M does not
contain F(G). As an example, take G= S4 and the Sylow 2-subgroup M of G.
(2) Theorem 7 would not be true if one replaced ? by . It is enough to take the
Sylow 3-subgroup M of G=A4.
(3) S4 has a maximal subgroup S3 and S3 has a maximal ?-pair (C; 1) such that
C is cyclic of order 4.
3. Normal ?-pairs
By the denition of ?-pairs, if ?-pair (C;MG) is normal for a maximal subgroup
M of G, then C=MG is a G-chief factor supplemented by M .
Theorem 8. LetF be a formation dened locally by some family of formations f(p).
Then a nite group G belongs to F if and only if; for every maximal subgroup M
of G; there exists a G-chief factor C=MG such that C=MG is f-central.
Proof. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. We claim that G=N satises the
hypothesis of the theorem. For every maximal subgroup M of G which contains N ,
we have N MG M . By hypothesis, there exists a G-chief factor C=MG which is
f-central, that is, AutG(C=MG)2f(p) for all prime divisors dividing the order of
C=MG. Obviously, (C=N )=(MG=N ) is a G=N -chief factor and AutG=N ((C=N )=(MG=N ))=
AutG(C=MG) by [8, Appendix B, Theorem 2]. Thus we know that (C=N )=(MG=N ) is
f-central. This proves our claim. Now an induction argument implies that G=N 2F.
So GF, the F-residual, is contained in N . If GF=1, then G 2F as desired. There-
fore assume that GF 6=1. Thus GF is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. If
GF(G), the Frattini subgroup of G, as F is saturated by [4, IV, Theorem 4.6],
we have G 2F as desired. Thus assume that GF is not contained in (G) and so
there exists a maximal subgroup K such that G=KN . The uniqueness of N implies
that KG =1. So, for the maximal subgroup K , GF=KG =GF is a unique G-chief factor
having the form C=KG. By hypothesis, GF is f-central, and it follows that GF 2F.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 9. LetF be a formation dened locally by some family of formations f(p);
and F contains the class of supersolvable groups. For each c-maximal subgroup M of
G; assume that there exists a G-chief factor C=MG which is f-central. Then G 2F.
Proof. The arguments similar to those used in Theorem 8 allow us to assume that GF
is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and is not contained in (G). So there
exists a maximal subgroup M with MG =1 such that G=GFM . Suppose that GF has
a prime order, say p, then G=CG(GF) is cyclic group of order dividing p−1. Since the
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holomorph of a cyclic group of order p is supersolvable and hence lies in F, we see
that f(p) must contain the cyclic group of order p−1 and hence it contains all cyclic
groups of order dividing p − 1. Therefore, we conclude GF is f-central and G 2F
in this case. Assume that GF is solvable. By above, since jGFj cannot be prime and
M \GF=1, M must be c-maximal in G and GF is f-central by hypothesis and hence
G 2F as desired. Assume that GF is non-solvable. Let p be the largest prime divisor
dividing the order of GF and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of GF. Then NG(P) is
contained in some maximal subgroup K . Of course, K is c-maximal and KG =1. By
hypothesis GF is f-central and it follows that G 2F. Thus the proof of the theorem
is completed.
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